
GUI Generator 

The GUI Generator quickly and easily generates script and GUI for Kontakt. 

Simply drag the predefined GUI components onto the WYSIWG screen area, set some simple 
properties for the components, press compile and you can then paste the generated script into your 
Kontakt 1 instrument. It can be as easy as that!  

 

 

 

Getting Started 

Set the version of Kontakt you wish to generate script for – Kontakt 4, 3.5 or 2.2.5. The generator 

will then automatically set the options available to you based on your selected version. If you choose 

Kontakt 4, you will then need to set the mode you wish to work in; Grid mode or Pixel (Px) mode. 

Now click on the predefined components you wish to appear in your Kontakt instrument and drag 

and drop them in the position you wish them to appear in your Kontakt instrument screen. 

When you click on a component you have placed on the screen it becomes the currently selected 

component and a property box appears that is specific to the particular component. You can then 

set various properties associated with that component. 



Properties 

Various properties appear depending on the component selected and the version of Kontakt you are 

working in. 

Variable name: Allows you to change the automatically generated variable name 

Max, Min and default values:  Set the range of values of the component when controlling a Kontakt 

engine parameter. Please note that in general, most engine parameters range from 0 to 1 000 000. 

Custom Label:  Defines the name that will be displayed for that control in Kontakt. If not specified, 

the name will default to the variable name. 

Make Persistent: defines if you want the setting of the control to be remembered if the instrument 

is saved. 

Layer: Defaults to the current screen layer and allows you to change the components layer when 

defining multiple screens/layers. 

Reset in CB: Applicable to buttons and switches. Allows the button or switch to behave as a trigger 

rather than an on/off switch when selected. 

Menu Items: Applicable to menu components. Set the various options available in your menu. 

Custom Skin:  Applicable to Kontakt 4 in Px mode. 

Width. Height:  Applicable to tables and labels or many components in Kontakt 4 in Px mode. 

  



 

Effects/Filters/ EQ 

Select the Effects/Filters/EQ button to define those items as they appear in your Kontakt instrument. 

Slot 0 is the first slot in Kontakt. Please note, the generator does not place the effects etc in your 

instrument for you. You must add those in Kontakt yourself. 

 

Click on the slot that you wish to place an effect. Then click on the drop down menu, select your 

effect and press the apply button.  If you wish to target an effect on a specific group rather than all 

groups, press the “New Group” button and name your group exactly as it is specified in your 

Kontakt instrument.  Once you have assigned an effect, all its engine parameters become available 

for assignment to all your components/controls via the “Assign Param to Control” button. 

  



Assign Param to Control 

Select the” Assign Param to Control” button to specify which engine parameters are controlled by 

the selected component/control. 

 

Click on the row corresponding to the target you wish to control to assign it to the control, click it 

again to remove the assignment. 

Layers 

By using layers, the generator allows you to create multiple linked screens in your instrument. By 

default all components are added to Layer 1. If you want to have multiple screens on your 

instrument, create a “New” layer for each screen and set the “Current” layer drop down to the layer 

you wish to add your control too corresponding to how you want your instrument to look. 

You can always change a controls layer later by selecting it and changing it in the properties area. 

You can show and hide layers by clicking on the corresponding row in the layer/status table. 

To control the sequence your layers/screens are displayed, you need to assign the layer to a switch, 

button or menu item already placed. 

  



Select the “Link layer to Control” button to assign your control to a layer. 

 

Two drop down selection boxes are shown. The first shows all the buttons, switches and menu items 

you have already placed on your screen, the second shows all the layers available. Select the items 

you wish to link together and press the add button. You now have a control that makes that layer 

visible when clicked in your instrument screen! 

Files Menu 

The files menu allows you to start a “New” screen template, “Save” a screen template or load an 

existing screen template.  

Load/Clear background allows you to add/clear a background image so that you can precisely 

position controls against the image specified in your Kontakt instrument. The background image 

must be in jpeg or png format as flash doesn’t currently support the tga file format.  There are 

several applications available online that will convert any tga files you have to png free of charge. 

Properties allows you to specify the Px size of your Kontakt 4 instrument. 

Generate Menu 

Select “Compile” to auto generate your script. A box displays the code generated. A copy of the code 

is also placed in your paste buffer so that you can add the script to your instrument using the paste 

command in Kontakt. 

Help Menu 

Shows the release version of the generator and provides an online link to this documentation. 

Show Header 

Shows or hides an empty instrument in the header area. 

 



Callbacks 

Pressing the “Init Callback” button allows you to append to or replace the generated init callback 

script with your own script. 

Individual control callbacks are accessed by double clicking on the relevant control. 

 

Support 

To receive support or to request a custom script contact info@musikbits.com.  

Ken  2010 
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